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Our claim: We can model any material handling system with a limited set of simple functions 
distributed among multiple material handling devices.
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Key Concepts
Negotiation Protocol
Logical Time a method of 
control for distributed 
systems that synchronizes 
parallel processes 
Physical Functions
Store hold or possess
Move change the location of an object
MoveSelf change the location of self
Transfer  move from one module to another
Pick remove an object from its container
Place put an object into a container
Unitize bind multiple handling units into one
Separate release individual objects from a 
unitized object
Cyber Functions
Setup
Announce declare presence in the 
network
Establish immediate neighborhood 
couple with modules if they are close 
enough to perform joint functions
Disestablish immediate neighborhood 
uncouple if they can no longer cooperate
Disconnect announce disappearance
Disconnect detected detect 
disappearance of a neighbor
Update distance update the distance 
vector
Planning
Find object identify a set of modules 
possessing the requested object
Find storage location identify a set of 
available, feasible holders
Find route  plan and reserve a path from 
source to destination
request
willing
commit
